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Organization of the Thesis. CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW. Introduction. Total Quality Management (TQM). TQM
Definitions.

They mentioned that TQM constitute a new management method and new system values, new decision
marketing priorities, new ways of HR, new problem solving approach which all leads for performance
improvement for both technical and behavioral sides Siam, Alkhateeb, and Al- Waqqa,  Despite the
prevalence of estimates, the figures provide upper managers with information showing the overall size of the
quality costs, their prevalence in areas beyond manufacture, and the major areas for potential improvement.
Aesthetics how the product looks like. After the cost of the project has been estimated the project management
must control the cost and makes changes to the budget as needed. However, they were not sufficiently
consistent in terminology or content for widespread use in international trade. Enterprise models, electronic
data exchange, and other information technology approaches are growing in scope and impact. This section
charts the evolution, from inspection through to the present day concepts of total quality. TQM is now part of
a much wider concept that addresses overall organizational performance and recognizes the importance of
processes. Customer focus: Organizations depend on their customers and therefore should understand current
and future customer needs, should meet customer requirements and strive to exceed customer expectations.
Without the quality cost figures, the communication of such information to upper managers is slower and less
effective. Good quality management requires quality actions to be planned out, improved and controlled. To
put Robust product design this idea into practice, he took the already established level knowledge on
experimental design and made it more of Parameter design usable and practical for quality professionals. Time
Management Project Time Management is concerned with resources, activities, scheduling and schedule
management. The use of information technology in total quality management leads to increased productivity
Rais Nasir al Din Srour,  Quality management practices developed rapidly in Japanese plants, and become a
major theme in Japanese management philosophy, such that, by , quality control and management had become
a national preoccupation. Another omitted cost is the extra cost in processes that were producing conforming
output but which are inefficient. Many project managers use software to build and maintain the schedule and
baselines. Process approach: A desired result is achieved more efficiently when activities and related resources
are managed as a process. Democratic management style 9. Some of these costs were visible, some of them
were hidden. These were developed for military and nuclear power industry needs, and to a lesser extent, for
commercial and industrial use. In addition, the person will be a process, carrying out some transformation or
activity. Just as a circle has no end, the PDCA cycle should be repeated again and again for continuous
improvement. Appraisal Costs The costs associated with measuring, evaluating or auditing products or
services to assure conformance to quality standards and performance requirements. As it known, companies
started to develop new strategies to get competitive advantage which will help to produce low cost products
with variety of high quality products and service which enable them to reach part of the strategic planning
Siam, Alkhateeb, and Al-Waqqa,  Holding the gains Quality control Quality planning Breakthrough Pareto
Analysis Quality improvement Project-by-project Juran believed quality is associated with customer
satisfaction and dissatisfaction with the product, and emphasized the necessity for ongoing quality
improvement through a succession of small improvement projects carried out throughout the organization.
Scope of Quality Costs Is Too Limited: Traditionally, the measurement of quality cost focuses on the cost of
nonconformities, i. Risk has two characteristics: Risk is related to an uncertain event, and a risk may affect the
project for good or for bad. The goal is to build the project schedule subsequently to manage changes and
updates to the schedule. Identify opportunities for reducing customer dissatisfaction and associated threats to
sales revenues. The main difference between control and assurance is that control looks at specific results to
see if they conform to the quality standard, whereas assurance focuses primarily on the quality process
improvement. In short, any cost that would not have been expended if quality were perfect contributes to the
cost of quality. Metrics are being used increasingly to characterize product quality and customer satisfaction
more effectively. Even though some areas are more important than others, each area must be executed with
care and professionalism in order for any project to be successful. Benchmarking and competitive assessment
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are used increasingly.


